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Abstract

Purpose of review: Although organ transplantation has become the standard life-saving 

strategy for patients with end-stage organ failure and those with malignancies, effective and safe 

therapeutic strategies to combat allograft loss remain to be established. With the emerging 

evidence suggesting the critical role of innate immunity in the mechanism of allograft injury, we 

summarize the latest understanding of macrophage-neutrophil cross-communication and discuss 

therapeutic prospects of their targeting in transplant recipients.

Recent findings: Macrophages and neutrophils contribute to the pathogenesis of early peri-

transplant ischemia-reperfusion injury and subsequent allograft rejection immune cascade, 

primarily by exacerbating inflammatory response and tissue damage. Noteworthy, recent advances 

enabled to elucidate multifaceted functions of innate immune cells, which are not only deleterious 

but may also prove graft-protective. Indeed, the efficacy of macrophage polarizing regimens or 

macrophage targeted migration have been recognized to create graft-protective local environment. 

Moreover, novel molecular mechanisms in the neutrophil function have been identified, such as 

neutrophil extracellular traps, tissue-repairing capability, crosstalk with macrophages and T cells 

as well as reverse migration into the circulation.

Summary: Since efficient strategies to manage allograft rejection and improve transplant 

outcomes are lacking, newly discovered and therapeutically attractive innate immune cell 

functions warrant comprehensive preclinical and clinical attention.
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Introduction

Organ transplantation (Tx) has become the standard life-saving strategy for patients with 

end-stage organ failure and those with malignancies (1). Ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI), 

in which the tissue damage occurs when host blood supply returns to a donor transplant after 

a period of ischemia or lack of oxygen, is an inevitable event during the initial phase of Tx 

leading to primary graft dysfunction. Innate-immune cells such as macrophages and 

neutrophils are pivotal in the pathogenesis of IRI, while precise mechanisms in which these 

cells progress or resolve IRI remain to be elucidated and effective macrophage/neutrophil-

targeting therapies are warranted. Recent studies have documented that, in addition to 

adaptive immunity, innate immune cells play an important role in Tx rejection, the major 

cause of allograft loss. However, despite its clinical importance, management strategies of 

innate immune cells to combat primary graft dysfunction and later allograft loss are yet to be 

established not only for improving clinical outcomes but also for successful use of marginal 

grafts and expansion of donor organ pool available for Tx (2, 3, 4).

In this review, we first summarize progress in our appreciation of the macrophage and 

neutrophil biology in organ IRI and rejection, especially focusing on liver Tx, and then 

discuss perspectives of novel innate-immune cell targeting strategies in Tx recipients.

Initial parenchymal cell damage following macrophage activation

Cell death can be broadly categorized into inflammatory (necrosis, necroptosis) and non-

inflammatory (apoptosis), based on the presence or absence of danger-associated molecular 

patterns (DAMPs) release, such as high mobility group box 1 (HMGB1). Necrosis, a passive 

and unregulated cell death under excessive external stress, is characterized by the disruption 

of cell and organelle membrane integrity causing massive release of DAMPs. Necroptosis is 

a programmed necrosis, which involves RIP kinase family members (RIPK1, RIPK3) and 

mixed-lineage kinase domain-like protein (MLKL). Apoptosis is a process of programmed 

cell death during which cells retain membrane integrity and do not release DAMPs, while 

apoptotic cells also actively produce anti-inflammatory signals. Meanwhile, damaged cells 

unavoidably undergo necrosis if the insult is too severe or the step-by-step apoptosis 

pathway fails to be achieved in a timely fashion, a process called as a “secondary necrosis”. 

It seems that initial parenchymal cell death is composed of divergent cell death type mixture.

Macrophages (and their precursors, monocytes) are the ‘big eaters’ within the immune 

system, strategically located throughout the body tissues, where they ingest/process foreign 

materials and dead cells/debris. The liver is constituted with heterogeneous macrophage 

populations, both in homeostatic and pathogenic states, such as IR-stress and injury. Kupffer 

cells (KCs) represent the resident, highly phagocytotic, non-migratory and self-renewing 

liver macrophages, which originate from yolk sac-derived specific progenitor cells. Recent 

progress in the biology of tissue-resident macrophages implicates KCs homeostatic 

functions. Indeed, hepatic sterile inflammation recruits new populations of extra-hepatic 

macrophages (emergency repopulation), such as circulating macrophages (bone marrow-

derived pro-inflammatory Ly6C-high/CCR2-high/CX3CR1-low subset and spleen-derived anti-

inflammatory Ly6C-low/CCR2-lowCX3CR1-high subset) as well as GATA6+ peritoneal 

cavity-derived macrophages (5).
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As “sentinel immune cells”, KCs detect initial hepatic cell damage by sensing early 

extracellular DAMPs, become activated and lead to the release of chemokines and cytokines, 

which eventually contribute to tissue IRI. Inflammasome activation is essential for this 

priming of inflammatory cascade, constituted with transcriptional upregulation of pro-IL1β/

pro-IL18, assembly of inflammasome, activation of caspse-1, and release of cleaved/

activated IL1β/IL18. Chemokines, such as CCL2, promote the recruitment of Ly6C-high/

CCR2-high/ CX3CR1-low monocytes into the damage site, where they develop into pro-

inflammatory, angiogenic, and pro-fibrotic macrophage phenotype. KC-derived IL1β also 

up-regulates intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), followed by neutrophil 

recruitment via integrin αMβ2 (Mac1)-dependent adhesion to endothelial ICAM-1. In the 

latter phase, Ly6C-low/CCR2-lowCX3CR1-high restorative macrophages appear at the damage 

site. The highly plastic CCR2-high macrophage subset eventually converts to CCR2-low 

phenotype in CSF1-dependent manner (5). Damaged hepatocytes release ATP, attracting 

GATA6+ peritoneal macrophages to the sites of liver injury via trans-capsular route (not via 

blood vessels), where they contribute to necrotic cells clearance as well as revascularization 

of damaged tissue (6), while relatively little is known on the role of peritoneal cavity 

macrophages in organ Tx.

In addition to early innate immune-driven tissue IRI, an emerging body of work supports the 

important role for macrophages in adaptive immune-dependent Tx rejection. Macrophages 

launch allo-immune response against the graft through antigen processing and presentation, 

as well as providing co-stimulation signaling to enhance allo-immunity. In addition, 

crosstalk with other immune cells and graft endothelial cells causes tissue damage or fibrosis 

in transplanted organs, ultimately leading to Tx loss. In this context, clinical studies 

identified a positive correlation between frequency of infiltrating macrophages and allo-Tx 

rejection response (7). On the other hand, some macrophages may function as regulatory 

cells to suppress allogeneic T cells, induce Treg differentiation and promote transplant 

tolerance. The functional diversity of macrophages in organ transplantation is consistent 

with their plasticity and heterogeneity, as detailed below.

Macrophage heterogeneity

Macrophages are highly dynamic and plastic, as a variety of environmental stimuli may alter 

their activation status and function. Thus, M1 macrophage (classically activated 

macrophage) is the pro-inflammatory and tissue distractive subset, characterized by 

increased expression of CD86, iNOS, TNF-α, IL-1 and IL-6. In vitro, stimulation with IFN-

γ and LPS polarizes macrophages towards M1 phenotype. Contrary, the M2 macrophage 

(alternatively activated macrophage) is the anti-inflammatory and tissue-repairing subset, 

characterized by high expression of CD163, CD206, Arg1, and IL-10. In vitro, stimulation 

with IL-4 and IL-13 promotes M2 macrophage generation. Macrophages over-expressing 

heme-oxygenase-1 (HO-1; hsp32) were squeezed towards the M2 phenotype (inhibited M1 

characteristics), while adoptive transfer of HO-1 over-expressing macrophages alleviated IRI 

in mouse liver Tx (8). In addition, increased post-Tx hepatic HO-1 expression dictated 

superior liver transplant patient outcomes (8) (9) (10). Neutralization of lipocalin2 (Lcn2), a 

defense mediator expressed in response to TLR activation, suppressed macrophage M1 but 

enhanced M2 phenotype mitigating cardiac IRI (11).
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Regulatory macrophages (Mregs), a less well-characterized macrophage subtype, can be 

induced in vitro following stimulation with M-CSF and IFN-γ, express iNOS, MHC class II, 

and PD-L1, though little CD40 or CD86; and were shown to suppress T cell function. 

Devoid of most surface M1 or M2 markers, Mregs were shown to mitigate acute and chronic 

inflammation in different disease models (12). Adoptive transfer of Mregs improved cardiac 

allograft survival in non-immunosuppressed fully MHC-incompatible mouse recipients. 

Interestingly, transfer of iNOS-deficient Mregs failed to prolong graft survival, indicating an 

iNOS-dependent mechanism of the tolerogenic effect (13). Human Mregs, distinctly 

characterized by robust expression of DHRS9 (14), are similarly capable of suppressing the 

proliferation/activation and depleting allogeneic T cells (15).

Macrophage-targeted therapies

Although increased frequency of hepatic macrophages is one of the established indicators of 

deteriorated IRI or Tx rejection pathology, global macrophage depletion remains a 

questionable therapeutic approach because of macrophage plasticity, while tissue destructive 

pro-inflammatory macrophage may turn out essential in the inflammatory resolution and 

tissue remodeling. First, strategies to modulate pathogenic KCs activation have been 

reported, such as microbiota modification, blockade of inflammasome signaling, reduction 

of extracellular DAMPs, or inhibition of DAMPs sensing receptors on macrophages. In this 

context, by abrogating gut microbiome, a broad-spectrum antibiotics treatment in the Tx 

donor, reduced the number of KCs, shifted KCs to highly phagocytic phenotype, depressed 

MHC II expression and alleviated IRI in liver Tx (16); as did treatment with HMGB1 

neutralizing antibody or recombinant thrombomodulin (HMGB1 inactivator) (17). Second, 

interruption of chemokine-chemokine receptor signaling can suppress pro-inflammatory 

Ly6C-high monocyte recruitment into the damage site. Indeed, targeting CCR2, a receptor for 

monocyte chemo-attractant protein 1, protected mice from kidney IRI (18). Third, skewing 

macrophage differentiation to anti-inflammatory and restorative phenotypes can decrease 

inflammatory injury and promote tissue repair (8). Braza et al. has recently reported the 

efficacy of macrophage-targeting nano-immunotherapy to inhibit inflammatory cytokine 

production, promote Treg expansion, and ultimately improving mouse cardiac Tx survival 

(19). This group has also identified a novel pathway of allograft rejection associated with 

macrophage activation via long-term functional reprogramming of myeloid cells, termed 

“trained immunity”, i.e., the ability of innate immune cells to switch/maintain their 

functional, transcriptional, epigenetic and metabolic programs after the engagement of 

pattern recognition receptors. Fourth, cell-based macrophage therapies may be advantageous 

to combat IRI by transferring ex-vivo polarized organ-protective macrophage subsets (8) 

(13). A recent clinical study has shown early promise of Mreg as a cell-based adjunctive 

immunosuppression. Human Mregs converted allogeneic CD4+ T cells into IL-10-

producing, TIGIT+ FoxP3+-induced Tregs that non-specifically suppressed bystander T 

cells and inhibited dendritic cell maturation. Simultaneously, preoperative administration of 

donor-derived Mregs resulted in a rapid increase of circulating TIGIT+ Tregs in living-donor 

kidney transplant recipients (20).
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Neutrophil activation in IRI

Neutrophils, the largest circulating fraction of leukocytes, are continuously generated from 

myeloid precursors in the bone marrow in a process of “granulopoiesis”. Neutrophils exert 

tissue damage primarily via elaborated ROS and proteases. In addition, activated neutrophils 

can enhance inflammatory tissue damage by releasing neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), 

extracellular scaffolds of DNA fibers decorated with histone, granule-derived antimicrobial 

peptides and enzymes, such as neutrophil erastase, cathepsin G, and MPO. Generation of 

ROS by NADPH oxidase and activation of protein-arginine deiminase 4 (PAD4), an enzyme 

that converts arginine to citrulline on histones, are essential steps for chromatin 

decondensation in the NET formation (21). NETs function was originally described as the 

efficient means to immobilize, catch and eliminate pathogens, whereas recent studies have 

recognized its critical involvement in non-infectious inflammatory states, including IR-

stress. Indeed, biopsies from human kidney transplant recipients with acute tubular necrosis 

exhibited increased NETs formation (22), while bronchoalveolar lavage fluid collected from 

human lung transplant recipients with primary graft dysfunction contained extensive NETs 

(23). Furthermore, several NET-targeting agents successfully attenuated IRI in murine 

models, including PAD4 inhibitors (YW3–56, YW4–03), which reduced NETs formation 

and decreased severity of liver IRI (24); PAD inhibitor (Cl-amidine), which suppressed 

NETs and alleviated renal IRI (22); or DNase I combined with recombinant tissue-type 

plasminogen activator, which inhibited NETs and alleviated myocardial IRI (25).

Anti-Inflammatory and tissue-repairing neutrophil functions

In addition to pro-inflammatory and tissue-destructive functions, recent studies have 

identified previously unappreciated role of neutrophils to control inflammation and resolve 

tissue damage. Several lines of evidence indicate that certain microenvironments may 

promote neutrophil polarization into two functionally distinct phenotypes (26). Thus, N1 

neutrophils are anti-tumoral/pro-inflammatory with increased TNFα expression and reduced 

Arg1/CXCR4/MMP-9/VEGF levels, whereas N2 neutrophils are pro-tumoral/anti-

inflammatory, and characterized by decreased TNFα yet increased Arg1/CXCR4/MMP-9/

VEGF expression levels. Some cytokines may contribute to N1/N2 polarization, with TGFβ 
promoting neutrophils to acquire the N2 phenotype by inhibiting generation of N1 

neutrophils (26). Endogenous IFNβ imprints neutrophils to N1 phenotype, which restrict 

tumor angiogenesis and enhance inflammatory cytotoxicity (27). Noteworthy, rosiglitazone 

(peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ agonist) treatment in a mouse brain stroke 

model shifted neutrophil population toward N2 phenotype, suppressed inflammation, 

promoted neutrophil clearance and alleviated brain damage (28). Although macrophage 

M1/M2 plasticity is broadly accepted, neutrophils generally have short lifespan (6–8 h in the 

blood stream), and their plasticity remains largely unknown. Future studies are needed to 

elucidate whether N1/N2 neutrophil polarization is dominated by re-programming of 

existing cells or alternatively by environmental influence on de novo neutrophil populations.

Neutrophils may also contribute to tissue repairing processes following infectious or sterile 

inflammatory organ damage (29). Clinical observations support this concept, as patients with 

leukocyte adhesion type 1 deficiency (an autosomal recessive disorder characterized as 

defects of neutrophil adhesion ability) experience delayed wound healing (30). In the 
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beginning of tissue repair process, neutrophils acting as professional phagocytes remove 

tissue debris. Indeed, in a thermal hepatic injury model, neutrophil depletion resulted in far 

more debris remaining at the injury site (31). Next, neutrophil apoptosis shifts the 

phagocytosing macrophages to the resolution-phase (M2) to govern tissue-repairing by M2 

macrophages, secreting IL-1Rα, IL10, TGF-β and VEGF, leading to fibroblast 

differentiation into myofibroblasts, synthesis of interstitial fibrillar collagens by 

myofibroblasts and expression of MMPs/TIMPs that control ECM turnover (32). 

Christoffersson et al. identified a CD11b+/Gr1+/CXCR4high neutrophil subset in a syngeneic 

mouse pancreatic islet transplant model, which was recruited via VEGF-A dependent 

pathway. It contained higher amount of MMP9 than those recruited to an inflammatory 

stimulus, and contributed to revascularization via MMP9 dependent mechanism (33). In a 

liver thermal injury model, limited period of neutrophil depletion resulted in delayed 

revascularization at 7 days and the presence of non-healing injury area at 4 weeks, 

suggesting the requirement for neutrophil in the hepatic homeostatic recovery (31). 

Likewise, in a transplant model of bioengineered U-graft, which contained an unassembled 

suspension of vascular cells embedded in a hydrogel, host-derived alternatively polarized 

neutrophils (N2) contributed to graft revascularization (34).

Termination of neutrophil effector functions

In a successful response to an acute injury, it is crucial to prevent tissue damage by 

promoting local resolution of the inflammation through the removal of neutrophils from the 

injury site (35). Apoptosis is considered as a favorable neutrophil death mechanism because 

organized cell elimination can limit uncontrolled release of DAMPs and shifts engulfing 

macrophages into an anti-inflammatory transcriptional program (32). On the other hand, 

recent evidence suggests that neutrophils do not necessarily die at an inflamed site, and 

instead can leave the site of tissue damage in a process termed as a “reverse migration”. In a 

mouse thermal hepatic injury model, neutrophils recruited to the stressed tissue neither 

underwent apoptosis, necrosis, nor phagocytosis by monocytes, but instead reversely 

migrated to the circulation, became arrested within the lung vasculature without causing 

local tissue injury, and then homed to the bone marrow where they ultimately died by 

apoptosis (31). In contrast, in hepatic IRI or acute pancreatitis model, activated neutrophils 

were redistributed to other locations to produce remote organ injury (36) (37) (38). It is 

noteworthy that neutrophils undergoing trans-endothelial migration in vitro expressed 

specific marker, ICAM1high/ CXCR1low, which was resistant to apoptosis and produced 

more ROS (36), whereas patients with acute pancreatitis who developed acute lung injury 

had more ICAM1high/CXCR1low expressing neutrophils in their circulation (38). This 

implies the potential for neutrophil reprograming or existence of active/inactive neutrophil 

subsets after reverse migration. However, there is no rigorous evidence as to why and how 

reversely-migrating neutrophils can become toxic in some cases but inactive in other 

pathology states.

Neutrophils in organ Tx rejection

By retaining the potential to inhibit T cell cytotoxicity, neutrophils may protect transplanted 

tissue from the host rejection response. Activated neutrophils release Arginase-1 (Arg1) 

during degranulation process, which inhibit T cell proliferation/expansion (39, 40); while 
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neutrophil elastase cleaves CD2, CD4, and CD8 on peripheral blood T lymphocytes, leading 

to reduced IL-2 production and suppressed T-cell cytotoxicity (41). Neutrophil-derived ROS 

may also suppress T cells via inactivation of coffilin, an actin-remodeling protein, resulting 

in impaired formation of the immune synapse and cell activation (42). Moreover, as Treg are 

less sensitive to inhibition by ROS (43), production of ROS by neutrophils effectively 

creates a Treg dominant local environment (44). In addition, studies by Tirouvanziam et al. 

identified a CD63+/MHC-II+/CD80+/CD294+ human neutrophil subset in mature cystic 

fibrosis airway, which retained anabolic/pro-survival phenotype and suppressed T-cell 

functions (39) (45). In addition, Pillay et al. found a subset of mature human CD16bright/

CD62Ldim neutrophils in endotoxin-challenged blood, which suppressed T cell proliferation 

via neutrophil MAC-1 dependent mechanism (46). Noteworthy, a recent study documented 

that neutrophil-derived CSF1 preferentially induced tolerogenic macrophages to acquire Tx 

tolerance in a mouse cardiac Tx model (47).

Neutrophil-targeted therapies

It is important to keep in mind that Tx recipients remain immunocompromised while 

neutrophils constitute the forefront of pathogen host defense. Therefore, therapies limiting 

neutrophil trafficking and/or effector functions may in turn increase the risk of infections. 

Inhibition of NETs formation by specifically targeting highly destructive neutrophil 

function, seems biologically beneficial. However, future studies need to evaluate potential 

risks, as this maneuver may spread abundant DAMPs or pathogens, which otherwise should 

be isolated inside the NETs areas. Since DNase has been successfully applied for the 

treatment of cystic fibrosis patients and the NETs digestion is considered to be a part of its 

beneficial effects (48), these investigations are warranted. On the other hand, a recent study 

reported the efficacy of neutrophil recruiting formyl peptide receptor 1 antagonist to 

decrease the number and crawling velocity of neutrophils and alleviate liver IRI (49).

Apoptosis is a favorable way of neutrophil termination, leading to a shift of phagocytosing 

Kupffer cells and prevention of the DAMPs burst, while excessive neutrophil apoptosis may 

cause unnecessary immune suppression. In this context, ectoine improved inflammatory 

resolution in a sterile inflammation lung model by preventing anti-apoptotic mechanism, 

extending life-span of activated but not inactivated neutrophils, and reducing neutrophil 

numbers (50). Furthermore, a randomized clinical trial in elderly patients highlights the 

efficacy of inhaled ectoine on neutrophilic lung inflammation (51). A recent study has also 

shown that extracorporeal photophoresis (ECP) predominantly triggered neutrophil 

apoptosis and release Arg1 (52), whereas ECP was reported beneficial against chronic 

rejection of liver, lung, heart and kidney Tx (53).

Studies by Christoffersson et al. have identified a unique VEGF-A-induced CXCR4high 

neutrophil subset with the revascularization ability in a pancreatic islet transplant model 

(33), while a study by Wang et al. (31) implied CXCR4 expressing non-inflammatory 

neutrophil subset was capable of homing back to bone marrow in the “reverse migration” 

mechanism (54). Although the neutrophil plasticity has been neither rigorously studied nor 

proven, one may envision great potential for the future neutrophil shifting strategies towards 

angiogenetic, reverse-migratory, CSF1-proficient, or N2 polarized phenotypes.
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Conclusion

Recent technological advances contributed to a remarkable progress in our appreciation of 

the macrophage and neutrophil biology, especially their immune regulatory networks and 

tissue repairing capabilities (Figure). Since efficient and safe strategies to prevent allograft 

rejection and improve clinical outcomes have not been yet established, newly discovered and 

therapeutically attractive innate immune cell functions, as discussed in this review, warrant 

future comprehensive preclinical and clinical attention in Tx recipients.
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Key points:

• Macrophages and neutrophils retain multifaceted functions, which are not 

only deleterious but may also prove cytoprotective in transplant recipients.

• Macrophage polarizing regimens and targeted migration of cytoprotective 

macrophage subsets have emerged as attractive new therapeutic options in 

organ transplantation.

• Previously unrecognized neutrophil functions and molecular signaling 

pathways provide new insights to the future investigational and therapeutic 

means in organ transplantation.
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From bench-to-bedside: A simplified scheme of differential cell surface characteristics, 

putative multifaceted molecular interactions, and divergent functions of polarized 

macrophage (M11, M2, Mreg) and neutrophil (N1, N2) subsets in allograft recipients (see 

text for details).
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